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reversed, if permanent damage has not
taken place, but it takes time.
When I meet a new client, we take
a peek under the
hood, looking at past
and current blood
work, screening
tests, and any other
pertinent details to
evaluate how their
body is holding up.
HEALTH AND
Along with their
NUTRITION 101
weight,
what they
BY GINA COUSINEAU
“look” like on the
outside, and how they “feel” inside, these
particulars allow me to project into their
future. Unfortunately, and all too often,
my clients don’t like what they will hear.
This information usually provokes a
trip to their medical practitioner, with
a list of questions and action items, as
I encourage them to begin their health
advocacy journey. This might lead to
medications being prescribed to “patch
the sinking ship” and the encouragement
of a lifestyle shift, including better nutrition and adding exercise.
Pharmaceuticals such as statins, blood
pressure/blood sugar regulators, and bone
strengtheners, often bring much angst to
my clients. But this is where I assure them
the perfect dose of “the poison” will allow
them to control the attack that is underway inside their bodies, looking at risk vs.
benefit. And then the real work begins.
It is at this moment in time that these
individuals must decide to “right the ship.”
And given that their medical practitioners
are not nutrition or fitness experts, they
must look to your qualified influencer.
Enter Mama G. I teach the food-as-med-
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Every
Pill Is
Poison
T

he title of the column this month
is a mantra I preach to my clients
each and every day. It is always followed by the words “and those very
pills might be needed to save your life.”
Depending on where you are in your
life journey, the repercussions of our behaviors and choices might be rearing their
ugly heads, especially after the brutal
year we all have encountered. Life hands
each of us a variety of obstacles at any
given time, but there is a rare moment in
history that we are all in the same boat, as
we have been with the pandemic.
That being said, the dose and length
of time ingesting the poison are really
what matters in terms of how harmful
it might be to our bodies and whether
the positive can supersede the negative
effects during this time.
Case in point: cigarette smoking. We
know that the effects of this poison
(nicotine) in the body can be completely

icine approach, encouraging the elimination of the highly processed foods that are
acting like “poison” and to instead swap
them for delicious and nutritious choices
paired with a little calculated exercise.
With this one-two punch, we can
begin to heal the body with the goal of
preventing and/or eliminating the use of
prescription meds and the diseases that
are threatening their very lives.
With all the negatives of the past year, I
want to celebrate the wins, and more importantly, I want to be part of your wins.
On June 1, I launch a complimentary
four-week webinar series (via Zoom, once a
week) to help you advocate for your health,
tackling how to reduce your risk of lifestyle
diseases, which are the leading causes of
disability and death in our country.
Our topics will range from healthy
advocacy, being a good nutrition consumer, using food as medicine and, finally,
providing you with a game plan for a sustainable healthy lifestyle approach.
Gina Cousineau sees clients virtually and
in person out of her San Clemente office.
Her extensive education—a BS in dietetics
and MS in integrative and functional nutrition—chef training, and 30-plus years as a
fitness professional allow her to help clients
lose weight and improve their health. You
can reach her at mamag@mamagslifestyle.
com, 949.842.9975, and on Instagram and
Facebook @mamagslifestyle. Register for
her complimentary weekly newsletter at
mamagslifestyle.com. SC
PLEASE NOTE: In an effort to provide our readers with a wide variety
of opinions from our community, the SC Times provides Guest Opinion
opportunities in which selected columnists’ opinions are shared.
The opinions expressed in these columns are entirely those of the
columnist alone and do not reflect those of the SC Times or Picket
Fence Media. If you would like to respond to this column, please email
us at editorial@sanclementetimes.com.
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Letter to
The Editor

ceived overwhelming mail against it.
It is extremely inappropriate that
this is being added as an agenda item.
The residents of San Clemente should
decide through the voting process
whether they want to be labeled as a
city that opposes California’s current
gun laws.
If these two councilmembers want
to express their opposition, they
should not use their position of power
in city government to create controversy and get publicity. This is not the
kind of publicity San Clemente needs.
We don’t want to have protesters in
the streets of San Clemente showing
support for and against California’s
gun laws. If they don’t like the laws,
they can try to change them instead
of asking the city to ignore them.
Their focus should be on solving
the city’s problems, not creating more.
If they continue to push this agenda
item, they should be voted out of
office.

ABUSE OF POWER
FIONA CARROLL, San Clemente
There is an agenda item that has
been added, removed, and added again
to be considered by the city council at
the May 18 meeting.
It is a purely symbolic and political
statement that two councilmembers,
Gene James and Steven Knoblock, are
proposing to send a message to Sacramento regarding gun ownership rights.
They want to declare San Clemente
a Second Amendment sanctuary city.
This is a highly controversial and
divisive issue that will meet opposition
with residents. The city has already rePage 7

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
San Clemente Times reserves the right to edit
reader-submitted letters for length and is
not responsible for the claims made or information written by the writers. Have something you’d like to say? Email your letter to
sraymundo@picketfencemedia.com no
later than 8 a.m. on Monday morning. Limit
your letters to 350 words or less. Please send
with your valid email, phone number and
address for verification by staff. Your address
and phone number will not be published.

Join SC Times for Beachside Chat
on Friday, May 14, at 8 a.m.
The chat will be a hybrid meeting, in which
participants can join either over Zoom or by attending in person at the Dorothy Visser Senior
Center. Face masks will be required. Beachside
Chat is hosted by SC Times Editor Shawn
Raymundo every Friday. Email Shawn for Zoom
link at sraymundo@picketfencemedia.com.
Dorothy Visser Senior Center, 117 Avenida
Victoria. All are welcome.
sanclementetimes.com

